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Dicks repays an act of faith 
Julian Dicks hurtled past two milestones in a 3-0 mugging of an Oldham side that 
bravely asked the questions before being crushed in the second half by Liverpool's 
direct answer.  
 
First, the former West Ham defender did what he apparently does regularly in 
training. He scored a spectacular long-range goal two minutes into the second 
half.  
 
"Nice one," said Graeme Souness, whose judgement was questioned when he 
signed Dicks despite his disciplinary record.  
 
The test of temperament for Dicks came shortly after his clattering tackle floored 
local hero Andy Ritchie and brought the inevitable crowd abuse. Minutes later 
there were visible signs of the `red mist' following a brush with Chris Fleming and 
a warning from the referee.  
 
But Dicks stayed calm and watched the enterprising starlets Robbie Fowler and 
Jamie Redknapp punish Oldham with neat goals from the zone usually patrolled 
by injury victim Mike Milligan.  
 
"The boss took a lot of stick for signing me because of my record but he showed 
faith," Dicks said. "Now I have to show faith in him and I know I can do it. I'll get 
booked now and again and maybe sent-off but I know how to keep the problem 
down to a minimum now. I haven't been booked with Liverpool yet."  
 
"But I'd like a few more goals like that one. It was my first and it gave me a lot of 
joy."  
 
The rare deployment of a four-man attack caused problems for Liverpool's 
defence in a first half Oldham could have edged by about 2-2.  
 
A header by Darren Beckford hit an upright, Bruce Grobbelaar saved superbly 
from Ritchie and Paul Bernard was only inches off a target often exposed by the 
guile of Graeme Sharp.  
 
There was a fresh urgency and mobility about Liverpool when Redknapp and Nigel 
Clough took control of midfield, though Oldham manager Joe Royle was obviously 
impressed by the role of John Barnes.  
 
"You just can't get the ball off him," Royle said.  
 
Even so, Sharp - who labelled Liverpool as the worst vintage he had seen after a 
late 2-1 defeat three months ago - was not convinced the corner had been 
turned.  
 
"They've got a lot of good footballers, but I'm still not totally impressed," Sharp 
said. "You couldn't gauge them today because we were awful and a bit unlucky." 
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Liverpool feed on Oldham ills 
OLDHAM 0, LIVERPOOL 3  
OLDHAM 0  
LIVERPOOL 3  
(Dicks 47, Fowler 53, Redknapp 80)  
(4-4-2): Hallworth; Redmond, Fleming, Jobson, Makin; Ritchie, Bernard, Graham, 
Holden; Sharp, Beckford (McCarthy 59min).  
(4-4-2): Grobbelaar; Jones, Nicol, Ruddock, Dicks; McManaman, Clough, 
Redknapp, Barnes (Thomas 85min); Rush, Fowler.  
0-1 Liverpool passed their way from their own half to set up Dicks for a 25-yard 
shot.  
0-2 Fowler rounded Jobson and scored, all in the one motion.  
0-3 Dicks and McManaman teamed up to free Redknapp for a shot from the edge 
of the box.  
Weather: overcast. Ground: soft. Referee: J Lloyd (Wrexham).  
THIS may not have been 90 minutes plucked from Liverpool's golden age, but 
neither was it something out of their more recent dog days. Any of those 
forwards from the golden years could have been relied upon to convert more of 
their chances; but it is doubtful whether any of those old teams would have 
created many more chances in the first place.  
Oldham, it is true, are not a team to make the opposition look weak. They are 
going through a terrible patch, so terrible that this was their fifth League defeat in 
their past six games. Relegation, seldom far from the minds of the Boundary Park 
faithful, is looking more than just a possibility.  
Oldham started the match with a lot of verve and dash and ended looking close to 
despair. They might even have won the game in the first 20 minutes when a 
Beckford header hit a post and Ritchie brought a marvellous save out of 
Grobbelaar's bag of eccentric conjuring tricks. If those two attempts had found 
the back of the net, the sudden surge of self-belief would surely have seen 
Oldham through.  
But Liverpool weathered the storm, put their passes together with increasing 
accuracy, and ended in total dominance. Liverpool now stand unbeaten in nine 
games. The return of John Barnes, restored once again after his long sequence of 
injuries, has given them a broader scope and finer accuracy. Barnes's left foot is 
still a precision instrument, even if a bit of the old searing pace has gone.  
Liverpool went ahead two minutes into the second half when, after a remarkable 
sequence of passes that started in the Liverpool half and involved Fowler, Rush, 
Clough and McManaman, a sizzling 25-yard shot from Dicks broke the stalemate. 
It was his first goal since his transfer from West Ham.  
Fowler then turned Jobson as he received Clough's 40-yard pass, and the best 
piece of forward play all afternoon saw him bury his shot in the net. Dicks and 
McManaman then linked together to send Redknapp through for Liverpool's 
third.  
For Graeme Souness, the Liverpool manager, the approach play will have lifted 
some of his worries. The finishing, if anything, will have added to them.  
Joe Royle, one of the few managers in the Premier League synonymous with his 
team's style and ethos, has been obliged to use 28 players already this season.  
For this match he was without his Norwegian pair of Halle and Pedersen. Halle 
requires a cartilage operation and Pedersen is on international duty. Royle picked 
four strikers in his squad and, until Liverpool hit their stride in the second half, 
Oldham carried the ball forward with great spirit and energy; Ritchie and Holden 
joining Sharp and Beckford in forming an old-fashioned four-man forward line.  
It was good to watch, and not only Oldham supporters were disappointed that 
Royle's courage did not pay off. It would be sad to see a team as committed to 
playing good football as Oldham are go down. But if Southampton's change of 
manager propels them up the table, then Oldham must become one of 
relegation's sitting targets.  

 

 
Delight for Dicks 
Oldham Athletic 0, Liverpool 3  
Dicks 47, Fowler 53, Redknapp 80  
Att: 14,573  
SHOWING a previously well-hidden sense of good judgment, the volatile Julian 
Dicks chose just the right time and place in stepping up to strike his first goal in 
Liverpool's red shirt. Coming as it did two minutes after the break and followed 
quickly by Fowler's goal, it brought Liverpool a lead they had earned after 
dominating the first half.  
At half-time the scoreboard was blank although it was hard to believe, such was 
the proliferation of chances at both ends. Beckford hit a post for Oldham and 
Ritchie's fierce volley was pushed up and over by Grobbelaar, but it was Liverpool 
who created - and spurned - the most and the best chances.  
With Clough lying deep, and the excellent Redknapp surging forward at the 
merest prompt, Liverpool carved out a sequence of first-half opportunities which 
continually betrayed the quality of their build-up by ending wide, over, or in the 
arms of Hallworth. Clough, and twice Barnes went close, but when McManaman 
sent his shot over from four yards you could understand Liverpool's exasperation.  
Their patience and invention had been so attractive that presumably Graeme 
Souness's interval instructions were to keep on keepin' on. Which they did, and 
within eight minutes of the restart were two up.  
Dicks it was who broke the stalemate when he met McManaman's inviting pass 
and sent a rising shot screaming past Hallworth. It was almost of Denis Irwin's 
speed as it tore into the net, and the lead was then enforced when the 
blossoming Fowler shrugged off Jobson's laboured challenge to meet Clough's 
pass on the bounce and sent it spinning through Hallworth. Game over.  
Oldham must also have sensed the inevitability of the goals, and their enterprise 
evaporated. They still managed to create chances, though this was due to 
Liverpool's alarming bouts of defensive slackness rather than the home side's 
imagination. Joe Royle sent on his new striker McCarthy for Beckford, but he 
looked to be playing to a different rhythm and missed two reasonable half-
chances.  
On this evidence it is no surprise to find that Oldham's leading scorer is Bernard, 
with four. They need goals soon, but they need their captain, Milligan, sooner. He 
would have denied Liverpool much of their space.  
Instead, Redknapp roamed free and scored the goal he deserved near the end 
when he finished off Liverpool's umpteenth well-constructed move of the 
afternoon with a cool side-foot shot from 18 yards. 

 


